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We had a vision for this puzzle, but it is a 
little out of focus. To wit, the clues for 
corresponding entries of the two grids are 
presented together as one clue with no 
connecting words. This happens in one of 
two ways: 

• Seeing double: The clues are 
presented in sequence. Either grid’s 
clue could be first or second. 

• Crossed eyes: The clues are nested 
one inside the other. Either grid’s clue 
could be outside or inside.  

Note that no square contains the same 
letter in both grids. If an element of the 
enumeration only applies to one of the two 
entries, that element will be italicized.  
 
1-Across will tell you which grid is which, 
but no clue has been given.  

ACROSS 
3.  Program vehicle with drive (up), 

neutral (down), overdrive (on the left) 
and reverse (4) 

6.  Have no movie times before end of 
June for cut featuring Marvel 
cinematic character (5) 

9.  California hot spot’s close to passé, old 
hat, repulsive — discuss making an 
update for blue-hairs slipping away (5) 

10.  Stingily, I once precluded sporting 
goods businesses with dodgy practices 
getting improvements in design (7) 

12. Coming back across river, sail high and 
mighty like ships in the sound 
— they’re truly incredible (5) 

15. Un membre de la famille in French resort 
reportedly charged item for wedding (5) 

16. Division of Roto-Rooter (a small engine 
manufacturer) argued in court cooling 
device wasn’t included in set (4) 

17. Leave out swinging dad — total slime (3) 

DOWN 
1.  RapLove.net post: “Rent and Hamilton 

plays are happening at the same time” 
(7, hyph.) 

2.  Stop to dispatch uncovered cereal in 
the way back (3) 

3. Detachment of thousands with 
Reserve company positioned at the 
front of Axis nation (3, init.) 

4. Vintage pop fixed up ovulating female 
with one somewhat steamier French 
friend (4) 

5. One that mushes herb (with … orange? 
Possibly orange), preparing lodge’s 
starter for dinner (7) 

7. Caustic old-school letters from  
Kilgore Trout about a misdirected 
communications medium (5) 

8. It’s one Twitch comic tattooed with 
drug paraphernalia and Ouroboros (5) 

11.  The second person’s confiscating ball 
from dugout — support staff called 
long ago (4) 

13. Slough off in bridge, a game where you 
announce one kind of turn? Pass (3) 

14. Main thrust of Drake’s header on 
Instagram is rapper's Latin approval (3)
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